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Grill Roasted Leg of Lamb (Bone-in or Boneless) Leg of Goat too! 
Makes: 8 to 10 servings 
Takes: 1 to 24 hours to marinate, about 2 hours to cook to medium rare 
§ 1 Whole Bone-in or Boneless Hilltop Pastures Leg of Lamb 
§ 1 batch of Lamb rub (recipe for the rub follows) 
§ 4 sweet red bell peppers, seeded, halved lengthwise 
§ Triple batch of board sauce (recipe for board sauce follows) 

Do This:  
1) Remove as much of the thick fat cap on the surface as possible and all the silverskin underneath. 
2) Now gash the surface by stabbing it repeatedly about 1/2" deep and 1" apart or run a sharp blade 
across the surface in a checkerboard pattern making squares 1 to 2" wide. Now use butcher string and tie 
the whole floppy mess into as much of a log shape as possible so it will cook evenly. Your string and 
knots are going to look sloppy, and you may have problems with loose flaps of meat on the ends, but get 
them tucked in. If you are using our rolled boneless leg then you can slip off the netting to make the 
gashes and then slide it back on. 
3) Make the lamb rub and swab it all over the meat and deep into the gashes. Wrap tightly in plastic wrap 
and place in a pan in the fridge in case the wrap leaks. Marinate for up to 24 hours. 
4) Roast the red peppers. You can do this in advance. Slice the red peppers into slivers about 1/4" wide. 
You'll serve these on the side but they will often find their way onto a fork with some lamb. 
5) Prepare your board sauce about 30 minutes before the meat is done. 
6) Preheat the cooker in a 2-zone setup so the indirect side is about 225°F. I know a lot of recipes call for 
higher temps, but I'm here to tell you, this cut performs much better at low temps so the tough connective 
tissues and copious fat can liquefy. If you have a digital thermometer with a probe that can be left in, 
insert it now. If you are cooking bone-in, make sure your thermometer probe is about 1" away from the 
bone. If you wish to add some smoke flavor, add a small amount of dry wood now, perhaps a handful, 
depending on your cooker. The more ventilation the more wood you can use. Cook on the indirect side 
with the lid down until the meat hits about 110°F. Then move the whole clod of meat over to the direct 
heat side and sear it until it is dark on all four sides or until the meat is 125 to 130°F max. 
7) On the board sauce, carve your roast across the grain into 1/4" slices as needed. 
 
Lamb Rub: 
§ 2 Tablespoons dried rosemary leaves, broken or crushed by hand a bit 
§ 1 Tablespoon whole mustard seeds 
§ 1 Tablespoon ground black pepper 
§ 1 Tablespoon paprika (for a twist try the smoked paprika) 
§ 1 Tablespoon sea salt 
§ 1 teaspoon ground bay leaves 
§ 10 cloves of garlic, peeled and pressed, or minced 
§ 6 Tablespoons olive oil 

Mix everything together in a bowl and let it rest at room temp for about an hour so the oil can extract the 
flavors from the herbs and spices. 
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Single Batch of Board Sauce: 

§ 6 Tablespoons extra virgin olive oil 
§ 5 large fresh sage leaves 
§ 2 Tablespoons fresh thyme leaves, stripped from the stem 
§ 1 medium clove of garlic, minced 
§ 5 fresh rosemary sprigs, stripped from the stem 
§ Several fresh mint leaves 
§ ¼ teaspoon coarsely ground black pepper 

How the board sauce works: 

Take a handful of the fresh herbs and chop them on a cutting board. Then pour some olive oil on the 
herbs, minces them together, lay the hot grilled meat on the mixture, carve the meat, and toss the cut 
meat in with the board sauce, which is enriched by the meat juices. The board sauce keeps the meat 
moist, and brings interesting flavors to the insides of the meat. 

The ingredients above are a starting point but I'm sure oregano, basil, mint, and others would work fine 
too. And you don't really have to measure. 

You can make the board sauce in a coffee cup about 30 minutes before the meat comes off the grill so 
the oil has a chance to extract more flavors from the herbs. Remember, most of the flavor in herbs is oil 
soluble. But you cannot make it up hours in advance because the anaerobic (oxygen free) environment in 
the oil is friendly to the botulism microbe, even in the fridge. 


